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Some key IEA energy notions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy consumption rises, non-OECD demand becomes dominating.
The energy intensity of all economies drops, but not enough to reduce demand.
Natural gas is set to play a key role up in all scenario’s, with regional specifics.
Renewable energy grows strongly, but global investments for fossil outstrip investments
in renewables.
70% of global energy investments are driven by policies/governments.
After the plateau 2014-2016, global CO2 emissions rise again, with an expected record
level ánd record rise of emissions in 2018.
Electricity becomes final energy carrier of choice, expanding the current 20 pct share to
35pct in 2050 - in some scenario’s even 50 pct or more.
The power system will go through a worldwide fundamental shift, to accommodate decentralized, variable and renewable power production.
The world is not on course to reach the Paris Climate goals. Innovation is crucial to reach
them, and the IEA has identified 130 innovation gaps in 38 technology area’s. Closing
these gaps will accelerate the transition.
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Part 1: The IEA on Electricity
• The power fraction grows
• End use transitions drive electrification
• The power supply becomes cleaner and greener, although globally
acceleration is needed to meet climate targets
• The variability of supply grows
• Flexibility solutions are crucial
• Power sector investment needed are substantial.

Insights from the IEA

Electrification grows in all scenario’s of the WEO 2018
•

•

•

Source: IEA, World Energy Outlook 2018

Electricity has often
a higher conversion
efficiency ‘at the
point of use’ –
hence more useful
energy delivered
than total final
energy
consumption.
Over 45% of energy
services may be
delivered by
electricity in 2040.
Demand transitions
include electric cars,
heat pumps for LT
heat, hydrogen for
industry, PowertoX.
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Drivers for electrification (1)

Electrification of all demand sectors,
modest growth in IEA base scenario due to efficiency gains
• In a more radical
‘electric future’ scenario
the IEA analyses
additional demand –
transport, buildings, and
low temperature heat to
industry
• More radical
innovations in industry
are not included – too
costly in current models.
These include:
• Steel (EAF, hydrogen)
• Hydrogen for
ammonia/fertilizers
• Electro-chemical
processes
• Electrification of clinker
production in cement
industry
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Drivers for electrification (2)

Electrification of transport is a ‘game changer’ on course
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The cleaning of power supply (1)

The Paris compliant scenario requires fast phase out of coal, and a very
fast growth of wind and solar – both variable power supply sources
• In the sustainable
development
scenario, 50% of
power capacity is
variable in 2040
• Some countries or
regions cross the ‘50%
mark’ far earlier, with
an earlier need for
flexibility measures.
• In the Netherlands
installed capacity
could nearly double to
50 GW in 2030, two
thirds will then be
wind and solar.
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The cleaning of power supply (2)

Transition is aided by price developments, although phase
out of existing plants is generally not economic (in OECD)

ource: IEA, World Energy Outlook 2018

• The IEA proposes a
new ‘metric’ to
compare the costs of
power supply
technologies – ‘value
adjusted costs’
• This rather complex
‘VALCOE’ reflects
costs, adjusted for
energy value,
flexibility value and
capacity value.
• Note that the VALCOE
of many technologies
is lower in China than
in EU; even if LCOE’s
converge globally, the
value varies strongly
per geography.
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Variability and flexibility (1)

Growing variability in power supply requires more flexibility
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Variability and flexibility (2)

Europe transitions from phase 3 to phase 4 in coming years
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Variability and flexibility (3)

Europe transitions from phase 3 to phase 4 in coming years
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Variability and flexibility (4)

Europe transitions from phase 3 to phase 4 in coming years
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Global Power Sector Investments (1)

IEA estimates for various scenario’s, and a tentative
indication for the Netherlands.
Indicative investments/yr in NL
Power sector, if choices are
consistent with SDS (bn$/yr)
Sustainable
Development in NL
Till 2025

After 2025

3,5

5,0

0,4

0,4

0,2

0,3

1,8

2,5

0,0

0,1

1,1

1,8

0,3

0,4

0,8

1,4

In a non-scientific approximation: the Dutch power sector is 0,3 pct of the world.
For an indication of power investment costs for ‘sustainable development’, let’s take 0,4 pct of global investments
…
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Part 2: The IEA on progress and innovation
• Tracking clean energy progress
• Progress is compared to the Sustainable
Development Scenario – the IEA scenario
that meets Paris targets ánd other energy
related sustainable development goals.
• Traffic lights for key domains – power,
buildings, transport, industry, and system
integration.
• Spoiler: the world is not on track.
• A site to explore

• Tracking clean energy innovation
progress
• A site to explore

IEA Tracking Clean Energy Progress - How is it going?
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IEA Tracking Clean Energy Progress - How is it going?
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Tracking Clean Energy Progress - an invitation to explore
Let’s check!

• Worth checking out some of
the key areas that are far offtrack with great relevance for
Europe/Netherlands.
• Relevant are the
recommendations in these
arena’s, notably on innovation
• Examples of ‘deep red warning
signals’ are CCUS and industrial
transformation
• To end on a hopeful note , solar
is ‘green’.

http://www.iea.org/tcep/
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Some take aways from Tracking Clean Energy Progress

Power: Renewable generation grows fast, but not fast enough
• Solar PV is the only
technology on track
• Because of slow
progress in domains
such as CCS
renewable
generation has to do
‘even more’.
• Accellerated
electrification is
likely, with rising
targets as
consequence.
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Some take aways from Tracking Clean Energy Progress

Power: The IEA assessment for offshore wind
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Some take aways from Tracking Clean Energy Progress

Power: CCS may not happen, other options are also (far) behind.
• Earlier expectations
from CCS are
unlikely to be met.
• The consequence is
even more
emphasis on
demand reduction
and renewables.
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Some take-aways from Tracking Clean Energy Progress

Heat: penetration of renewables ‘beyond biomass’ yet to take off
• Note the massive
contribution from biomass.
• Slow progress in most
technology areas, even
when targets seem modest.
• Biomass availability may
become an issue, given
alternative demands.
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Tracking Clean Energy Innovation Progress - an invitation to explore

Let’s check!

• The IEA identified 100 innovation
gaps, across 38 key technology
areas, and provides directions to
close them.
• Check out some of the key areas
that are far off-track with great
relevance for Europe/Netherlands.
• Note for instance
• Steel (biggest emitter in NL)
• Buildings (most diverse challenge),
• Wind (largest renewable energy
contributor),
• System integration.

https://www.iea.org/tcep/innovation/
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Some final notes on the Netherlands
• The concept climate accord shows 49 – 55 % CO2 reduction pathways (1990-2010). Electrification of demand
sectors, coupled with a rapid expansion of renewable power production is a cornerstone. Along with a.o. CCS.
• Envisaged variable renewable power capacity in 2030 is 2 to 3 times ‘current average load’. Prolonged periods
with oversupply will occur, underlining the need for new market mechanisms, power storage and curtailment,
and/or large scale flexible loads.
• A converse need for large flexible power resources (order of magnitude of the whole power system) for when
the variable renewable supply is not available.
• Significant growth of power consumption in buildings and transport is expected, although in the total system
partially off-set by efficiency gains.
• Radical electrification options for industry, include power to hydrogen for ammonia or steel, electric heating in
process industries, low temperature heat provision through heat pumps and more. The IEA is careful about the
economics and need of these technologies in it’s sustainable development or ‘electric future’ scenario’s.
Questions about cost effectiveness and maturity.
• Total system re-design with hydrogen networks, hydrogen storage and ‘hydrogen as industrial resource’ under
consideration – where the current gas system can act as enabler.
• The lack of progress the IEA observes for the world (see Tracking Clean Energy Progress) is almost identical to
the lack of progress in the Netherlands so far, with some exceptions (e.g. off shore wind).
• Dutch innovation portfolio can be inspired by innovation analysis of the IEA, as the Tracking Clean Energy
(Innovation) progress uses the same themes as the Dutch Climate Tables.
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